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“Capable, Connected, Contributing”  

  

May 20, 2019 
Dear Comet Families,  
  

We have reached the final week of the 2018-2019 school year! In some ways, it seemed like 
we would never reach this point. But in reality, this school year really flew by. There were many 
highlights to be proud of and our students, staff, and community all have proven how Carillon ROCKS. 
As a reminder, ROCKS was an acronym for our students to showcase their (at least) one year’s growth 
in one year’s time. Students were Reflective, On-track to grow, Creative, Kind, and Successful.  

Because of our students’ ability to be Reflective, teachers and staff members were able to 
build strong and lasting relationships that matter. Throughout the year, students took a look at their 
own learning styles and matched it to the activities around school. Our Comets continued to be 
connected to their peers in their classes and, through our six Orbits, students were also able to share 
positive experiences with students in other grade levels! Through the ability to be reflective, our 
students helped to improve many things at our school including our Comet Challenge and the purchase 
of Virtual Reality goggles, Field Day, Galactic Games, EARTH, SPACE TEAMS, Showcases, our Yearbook, 
Spirit Nights, and so much more! Special thanks to our PTA that helped make so much available to all 
of our students.    

Our Comets continued to be On-track to Grow! Through iReady diagnostics, iReady activities, 
classroom tests, EARTH, SPACE TEAMS, and numerous other measures, our students have proven the 
numerical values associated with growth. More importantly though, I was fortunate enough to visit 
classrooms and see the wonderful engagement of students learning new information and skills. 
Teachers and staff members challenged students at their levels and pushed them to even greater 
heights. Thus proving once again that growth is more than just a test score.  

The students at Carillon were also so very Creative this year! Whether it was participating in a 
new SPACE TEAM, which tapped their imagination, or through something like entering the PTA 
Reflections Art Contest, our students’ imagination and creativity were put to good use each day. Not 
only did we have several district and state recognized pieces in the Reflections contest, but for the 
third year in a row, our school dominated the Plumbing Day Art Contest, proving that creativity can 
help with everyday problems and needs. New mascots were created for each of the Orbits and I’m 
looking forward to seeing them around campus. There is no limit to our Comets’ and their CREATIVITY!  

I am also proud that our students have proven, in addition to learning, that it is important to 
be Kind. Kindness for each other, our teachers, and our school were on display on a daily basis. Our 
students participated in a refocus on our schoolwide expectations of Being Safe, Being Responsible, 
and Being Respectful. They were recognized with Cosmo Cards and Halley Cards, which they used to 
buy things at Cosmo’s Corner Store or hang out with administration during a Backstage Lunch. And 
numerous students were honored as Caring Comets throughout the year. Student Council sponsored a 
campus cleanup, proving we can be kind to our facility too.  

As we wind down this school year, I am being presented with so many stories of how our 
students have been Successful. Stories of students having achieved more than one year’s growth in 
one year’s time have reached my desk. In addition to students doing well on iReady diagnostics and 
their best on the FSA, our students have excelled in all aspects of school from classroom tests, projects, 
making honor roll, showing great citizenship, achieving personal bests in fitness, artistic expression and 
writing. Our Math Team Mathletes, Cross Country Team, Rube Goldberg Team, and SECME Engineering 
Team all also excelled by taking major awards at district and state competitions. On this Wednesday 
evening, we will honor our fifth graders with the 5th Grade Awards Night at Hagerty High School. These 
fifth graders have proven exactly what it means to be Successful and to truly ROCK!  

Knowing all of this, it is easy to see that we will continue rockin’ into a fun-filled and relaxing 
summer! I hope you and your family enjoy the time off from school! Good luck to our fifth graders on 
their journey to middle school! The momentum from this rockin’ school year will continue to move us 
forward! Can you feel that positive wave? We can! At Carillon, during the 2019-2020 school year, we 

will continue “Riding that Galactic Wave into the Future! SURF’S UP!”   
 

Sincerely,  
 

Dr. Windish 

Daniel H. Windish, Ed.D. 
Principal 
Carillon Elementary School  

 


